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1. INTRODUCTION 
Advancements in scientific research have given rise to sophisticated 
new technologies in information and communication fields that are now 
drastically changing the concept of a large sized diversified world to a global 
village. As we move closer to the millennium, the information revaluation in 
communication sector is proliferating towards digitized communication 
channels In cyberspace. We are now well informed, entertained and educated 
with the help of advanced technologies through television and personal 
computer at home. A qualitative transformation is being witnessed in our 
social, economic and political sectors as a result of free flow of information 
and sharing of knowledge. The networking of people through innovative 
communication and computer technologies is creating limitless opportunities 
for accessing all available forms of social learning and intelligence. 
2. WHAT IS THE INTERNET ? 
The internet is a wildly-successful, rapidly-growing, global digital library 
built on a remarkably flexible communication technology. The Internet digital 
library offers a variety of services used to create, browse, access, search, 
view, and communicate information on a diverse set of topics ranging from the 
result of scientific experiments to discussion of recreational activities. 
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Information in the Internet digital library can be recorded in memos, organized 
into menus, stored as hypermedia documents, or stored in textual documents. 
In addition, information accessible through the digital library can consist of 
data, including audio & video, that is gathered, communicated and delivered 
instantly without being stored. Furthermore, because the services have been 
integrated cross-references, user can move seamlessly from the information 
on one computer to information on another computer and from one access 
services to another. 
3. CONCEPT OF INTERNET 
The term 'internet' originates from the computer terms "Internet work" 
which means computer networks connected together. In other word the 
internet is an inter network or networks, which uses the transmission control 
protocol /internet protocol (TCP/IP) suite. Internet is the joint between the 
National science Foundation other networks at local and regional levels and 
others international or inter governmental organization. Internet is a global 
phenomenon which allows us to send or receive mail or to communicate with 
any body by simple protocols. These protocols have been designed to ensure 
that the computers are some common languages when sending and 
receiving messages. 
The internet is the greatest single factors in recent year which has 
changed and is further charging the society starting with basic tools like E-
mail, File Transfer protocol (FTP) remote being (Telnet), to users friendly tools 
like Gopher, WAIS and WWW for information publishing and accessing. 
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Internet has emerged as the care and foundation of the information 
infrastructure. 
4. INTERNET: ITS GENESIS 
The history of the internet is the history of the computer network itself. 
In 1969, the US government secretly embarked on a project code-named 
ARPANET (Advanced Research project Agency Network). The goal was to 
inter connected four computer in different parts of the country (Stanford 
Research Institute, University of Utah, and University of California at Los 
Angeles and santa Barbara). The Internet was born ! Long before the 
Department of Defense renamed the project DARPA (Defense Advanced 
Research Project Agency) and the research turned into a new color, the goal 
was to keep this network connected no matter even if some body dropped a 
bomb on one computers or blew up the telephone lines. In the mid 1970s, 
researchers discovered that they could use ARPANET for other things also. 
Computer mailing lists started to allow users to broad cast their message to a 
group of readers. 
ARPANET was split into two separate segments in 1983, the military 
site was know as MILINET, the civilian network was known as ARPANET. 
During the early 1980's all the networks were converted to TCP/IP 
bored protocol and ARPANET became the back bone of new Internet: In July 
1986 the National Science Foundation (NSF) founded a back bone network 
that directly connected six super computing sites in the US and allowed 
researchers access to the Internet so that they could easily share their 
findings and look for information. 
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In July 1988 the NSF back bone was up graded from 56 Kbps to 1.5 
Mbps. 
In 1987 NSF awarded cooperative agreement with MERIT (Michigan 
Education Research Information Trade), IBM and MCI corp. for strengthening 
the NSFNET. 
Today Internet playing a vital role in information dissemination. It is 
comprised of nearly 7,000 smaller networks spanning every continent 
including Antarctica, and connecting every city on the planet Earth. The 
academic libraries of US. and UK. and other development countries have 
been using internet media for in formation dissemination. Today's many 
resources are available through which you can get Information, communicate 
and connect to other computers. In addition, on the Internet we can send 
source, images video graphics or, even computer softwares. It is very 
important medium for the support of research and national development. 
The major Research, then solve sometimes collection of specific local 
or regional networks are listed below. 
USENET - Unix Network in the U.S. News group articles exchange. 
EARN - Europen Academic Research Network. 
COSAC - Research open systern for Europe 
JANET - Joint Academic Network. 
ACSNET - Australian Computer Science Network. 
Each of there network has its own operation centre. 
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5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTERNET 
The characteristics of the Internet are: 
I. Point-to-Point communication, rather than one-to-many broadcast 
communication. 
II. It is a network of computers, some acting as servers others as clients. 
III. Ability to locate/Search huge amount of data. 
IV. A modem is required to convert signals between analogue and digital. 
V. ISPs provide the essential service connection for the computer. 
VI. The repertoire of service such as the world wide web, e-mail etc. is 
ever-increasing. 
VII. This increase in diversity of use is supported by a number of protocols. 
VIII. The Internet is governed by the Internet and organisation {W3C), which 
is responsible for the ongoing development of the online world. 
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6. NEED FOR INTERNETING 
The reasons for Interneting the libraries are: 
I. To provide latest information to the clients is the main goal of the library 
and this is possible only in using the electronic information services. 
The speed delivery, the ability to monitor information on a regular basis 
and convenient-delivery of information in a compatible form are the 
keys to effectively meet the users needs. 
II. The collection of huge volume of print media in libraries has made it 
practically impossible to locate the desired information manually. 
Moreover, the existing manual library services have surprisingly high 
costs. There costs can be reduced only by the use of Internet services 
like e-mail to another library, etc. can be reduced only by the use of 
Internet services like e-mail to another library, etc. 
ill. The libraries which have collection of CD-ROM, magnetic disk based 
texts, graphics, video and voice based multimedia as information in 
addition to the printed media have realized the use fulness of Internet 
in resources sharing. The networks such as BONET, PUNENET, 
DELNET, INFLIBNET are sharing their resources each others. 
IV. The use of internet Increases access to basic information from 
academic hand books, lists of research publications to full electronic 
publications, current contents is a good example of current electronic 
index which provides information on many articles in printed and 
electronic forms. 
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V. A number of information's sources like electronic journals, electronic 
discussion forums, technical reports, contents pages of journals, 
database patents, library catalogues, directories, on-line educational 
material, usenet, etc. are available on the Internet. The academic 
libraries and other information centres can avail the opportunity of 
using resources. 
7. FEATURES OF INTERNET 
There are many features of Internet are: 
I. Ease of publishing on the web; 
II. Multimedia Integration (text, images, audio and video); 
III. Hypertext linking and navigation; 
IV. Internet provides an 'interactive' environment for information handling; 
V. Enables information to be delivered to the desk top of the user; 
VI. Availability of public domain information publishing and access tools; 
VII. One electronic copy is sufficient to access by many users at any 
number of times; and 
VIII. Reduce time for publication and accessing. 
8. INTERNET/INTRANET/EXTRANET TECHNOLOGY 
INTRANET 
By definition, "intranets" are internal corporate network based on open 
world web standards. 
An Intranet is an external Web site which utilize widely available 
Internet Technology to enhance the efficiency of exchange and distribution of 
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internet corporation information. 
Intranet is used in the context of LANs where as Internet is used in the 
context of WANs. In the case of Intranet, only the people on LAN can access 
information, where as in the case of Internet information is accessible from 
any corner of the world. 
8.1 BENEFITS OF AN INTRANET ARE 
(i) Powerful data management: Retrieval, use and management of 
complex information and complicated applications is possible through 
the web's ability to handle more users and data than any other network 
in history. 
(ii) Cost efficiency: because an Intranet advantage of the web's existing 
architecture and public domain software, its easy to deploy and to 
maintain. 
8.1.1 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE INTERNET AND INTRANET 
INTERNET 
1 It is a world wide network. 
2 It is freely accessible 
3 It does not have access to 
internet. 
INTRANET 
1 It is a network with \T\ an organization/ 
companies like Ford, Silicon graphics 
& Tyson foods etc. 
2 It is private. 
3 It has access to Internet. 
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8.2 INTRANET AND EXTRANET 
An Intranet is an internal network that implements Internet and Web 
technologies. 
An extranets is an intranet that has been extended outside the 
company to a business partner, with transmissions going over the internet or 
across private lines. 
9. SEARCH ENGINES 
The internet is not like your school library, with its shelves of well 
organised books. Simply browsing the internet is unlikely to find you the 
information you need, so in order to find the resources you want for your 
research project, you will need, at some point, to use a search engine. 
Behind the science search engines compile databases of web pages 
which allow users to search the internet for specific resources, by doing what 
is termed a keyword search, when a user types in a search request such as 
"egypt", the search engine already known where all the pages including 
"egypt" are located. The search engine use "bots" or 'spiders' which prowl the 
internet collecting pages, but depending on the search engine, the databases 
of pages may be more or less up-to-date. 
There are several web search engines. These search engines are 
classified in the two types (i) Subject tree (ii) Robot. Subject search engines 
are similar to the way that libraries are organized in that they group web 
resources by subject. The Robot search engines don't have subject 
arrangement, they are simply very large keyword search able database. 
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9.1 META SEARCHER 
A metasearcher provides a single central interface for multiple 
information sources and search engines. A metasearcher would typically 
issue queries to multiple sources, for which it needs to perform three main 
tasks. First, the metasearcher chooses the best sources to evaluate a query. 
Then it translates, if necessary, and submits the query to there sources. 
Finally, it merges the result from the sources and presents them to the user. 
There have been many efforts aimed at supporting metasearch 
capability and several metasearchers already exists on the internet for 
querying multiple word wide web indices. However, not all of them support the 
three major metasearch tasks described above. 
Example of metasearchers include Meta crawler (12;http://metacrawler. 
cs.washington.com:8080/home://html), survey search (http://metacolostate. 
edu: 2000/), AlWone (http://www.all4one.com), Highway61 (htpp://www. 
highway 61.com), superseek (http://w3.superseek. com/superseek), ifind 
(http://m5. inference, com/ifind/). Pro Fusion (http://www.designlab.ukans. 
edu/ profusion). 
9.2 HOW TO USE SEARCH ENGINES? 
A search can be made more effective by keeping some tips in mind 
while entering the search term. 
• On submitting multiple words, the engine will search initially for sites 
which contains all the words, and then sites which contain any of 
words. 
10 
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• Submit a phrase enclosed within quotation marks without breaking it 
into individuals words, eg. oral cancer as "oral cancer". 
• It is well and good to enter longer search terms to limit the result of 
search so that one may not have to wade through thousands of items. 
9.3 EVALUATION OF SEARCH ENGINES 
According to LACASIS (http://asis.org/chapters/lacasis/criteria) work 
shop on evaluating search engines, the criteria for search evaluation fall 
under the following five categories. 
(i) Interface between the search engine and user. 
(ii) Search processing. 
(iii) Information on search operators; 
(iv) Display of results by relevancy ranking and 
(v) Contents, Scope and Currency. 
9.4 SOME POPULAR SEARCH ENGINES 
There are many popular search engines. 
I. ALTA VISTA:- (http://www.altavista.com/) AltaVista opened in 1995 is 
one of the largest, comprehensive and favourite search engines among 
researchers. Alta Vista searches by keywords, which is derives from 
the text of a web page. It has direct links with Ask Jeeves. 
II. ASK JEEVES:- (http://www.askjeeves.com) direct the users to the 
exact pages on the web that answer specific questions. If it fails to find 
a match with in its own database, then it will provide matching web 
pages from various search engines. Thus the results from Ask Jeevas 
11 
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will appears with in Alta Vista also. It was opined fully in June 1, 1997. 
III. AOL NET FIND:- (http://www.aol.com.netfind) A branded version of 
Excite search engines and was launched in March 1997. 
IV. EXCITE:- (http://www.excite.com) Launched in late 1995, Excite is one 
of the most sought after search engines, which integrates company 
information and sports materials into its results. One of the best new 
search services, viz. Excite New Tracker is offered by Excite. 
V. HOT BOT:- (http://www.hotbot.com) Another favourite search engines 
among researchers. It was launched in May 1996. It has a large search 
index and many powerful searching features like Alta Vista.HOT-BOT 
is based upon Inktomi (http://inkotomi.cs.berkeley.edu) technology from 
the university of California at Barkeley. 
VI. INFO SEEK:- (http://www.infoseek.com/) Infoseek has a small to 
medium sized index. Unlike Excite it cannot function as comprehensive 
search engine. It has an impressive human complied directly of web 
sites. It was launched in early 1995. 
VII. LYCOS:- (http://wwwlycos.com) Lycos is one of the more popular 
search engines, despite having a small out-of-date index. It was 
launched in May 1994. This is one of the oldest search engines. An 
interesting feature of this search engine is the ability to locate picture 
and sound on the web. with Lycos you can search new web, Gropher 
and FTP sites. 
VIII. MED EXPLORER:- (http://www.medexplorer.com). This is designed 
exclusively to search medical sites. 
12 
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IX. MEDICAL WORLD SEARCH:- {http://www.mwsearch.com). This is 
unique search engine that understands medical terminology. It can 
remember query history for registered users, which is free as well. It 
has also a discussion forum this is useful to search a large number of 
medical sites available on the cyberspace. It is not only useful for 
physicians but also for laymen who have interest on medical 
information. 
X. META CRAWLER:- (http://www.metacrawler.com) one of the oldest 
meta search services, Meta crawler began in July 1995 at the 
University of Washington. 
XI. MSN (MICROSOFT):- (http://www.msn.com) mlaosofts MSN service 
features both directory listing and search engine results, powered by 
Inktomi. The services went live in Oct. 1998 with its. Inktomi results, 
although it had existed in various fonnats, and under different names 
previously. 
XII. OPHTO GUIDE:- (http://www.ophtoguide.com) Provides information on 
specialties, education, disorders and organizations in the fields of 
ophthalmology. 
XIII. ORTHO GUIDE:- (http://www.orthoguide.com). Best search engine for 
sites related to orthopaedics. It provides links to specialties, 
organization, patient information, disorders and books and periodicals 
orthopaedics. 
XIV. WEBCRAWLER:- (http://www.webcrawler.com). It was launched in 
April 1994. Searches for documents with in a web site that match your 
13 
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search term, not just web sites as a whole web crawler searches the 
contents of pages with in site. 
XV. YAHOO:- (http://www.yahoo.com). Yahoo launched in late 1994, is the 
Web's most popular and sought after search engine service having 
high reputation. It is the largest human compiled guide to the Web. 
Yahoo has at least one million sites listed. 
9.5 INDIAN SEARCH ENGINES 
The following are the important India specific Internet Search engines. 
(i) 123lndla:- (http://www.123india.com). India's premier search engine. 
(li) A2Zlndia:- (http://www.indiaconnectcom/a2zindia.htm). India's first 
search engine, 
(iii) Agnl:- (http://www.indiawatch.org.in/agni) India's first search engine. 
(Iv) India Central:- (http://www.indiacentral.com). The best Indian 
experience on the net. 
(v) India search engines:-(http://www.indiasearchengine.com) 
(vi) India time Indian homepage search: (http://www.indiatime.com/urls/ 
indian-urls.htm). 
(vii) Indonet:- (http://www.indonet.net) A directory of India related web 
sites. 
(viii) Jadoo: (http://www.jadoo.com) 
(ix) Khoj: (http://www.khoj.com) All the India that you want to know. 
(x) Yahoo India:- (http://www.yahooindia.com) 
(xi) Samachar:- (http://www.samchar.com) personalised news. 
14 
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10. INTERNET CONNCECTIVITY TOOLS: 
The communications capabilities and the virtual communities that form 
around topical discussion groups certainly account for part of the popularity 
and interest in the internet. For the information professional and for a large 
segment of the rest of the population of internet users. The other significant 
Internet feature is that information resources are available. These connectivity 
tools, described in brief, are as follows. 
1. Electronic mail (E-mail) 
2. FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 
3. TELENET (Remote Login) 
3.1 HYTELNET 
4. USENET 
5. FINGER 
6. WWW 
7. GOPHER 
8. VERONICA 
9. ARCHIE 
10. WAIS 
11. NETFINDS 
12. BULLETIIN BOARD SERVICE (Networi< News) 
13. LISTSERV 
10.1 ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) 
Electronic mail 'popularly known as E-mail' is the most common service 
on the internet. It is a store and Forward services. It allows us to send 
massage may be a private letter, a request for a software or a file and 
15 
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information on any subject and on any language - form one machine to 
another. It does not require the presence of persons to receive e-mail 
because once the message is addressed it is routed from one place to 
another until ultimately it appears at its destination. If the message is address 
in correctly or the network is unable for any reason to deliver it, the message 
v/ill be returned. 
E-mail address is made up of two parts, namely user names (the part 
before the @sing) and a computer name e.g. sue@scattle.org, where sue is 
user name and scattle.org Is computer name separated by @sign. 
The basic e-mail function are read, compose (new message), reply (to 
message one has received), forward (message one has received) refill (save 
the message way), delete, include or attach (other files in your work) address 
book or aliases (remember human names for common address), sorting of 
mail (by given category such as sender, date, subject and so an). 
10.1.1 ELECRTONIC MAIL APPLICATION IN LIBRARIES 
Electronic mail is becoming an integrated part of communications 
systems. In this way, like the telephone, electronic mail applications are 
endless. However, within the library/information setting, there are a number of 
example of applications indicating some of the characteristics of electronic 
mail. There include. 
1. Inter Library loan 
2. Vender communications/document delivery 
3. Professional Communication. 
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10.1.2 BENEFITS OF E-MAIL 
Electronic mail in the classroom is an exciting adventure for both 
students and teacher. Some of the benefits of using electronic mail include: 
I. Students are writing message for a purpose and a real audience. 
II. Increased focus on literacy. 
III. Increased motivation. 
IV. Co-operative team cook. 
V. Less emphasis on teacher directed learning. 
VI. Improved research skills. 
VII. Increased communications. 
VIII. Provides stimulus for students to learn about other cultures. 
IX. Increased comprehensive, hand eye coordination and typing skills. 
10.1.3 FUTURE OF ELECTRONIC MAIL 
In advance technology will continue to improve the capabilities of 
electronic mail. The integration of graphic and textural information will break 
down the final barriers of electronic mail as a means of communication. Also, 
voice-activated technology will have a positive impact on the acceptance of 
electronic mail. Finally, the development of more sophisticated communication 
network, such as local area networks, will permit the Inaeased flexibility of 
electronic mail. 
10.2 FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP) 
FTP is the most common tool by means of which a file such as spread 
sheets, digitised photographs, sound compiled programs, software upgrades, 
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games and documents held by various libraries may be transferred from one 
computer to another computer the Internet world. Transfer of files for which it 
requires user ID simply means copying a file stored on computers on the 
Internet family. It is very useful program for retrieving files stored on public 
archives that are connected to the Internet. 
Transferring of files requires the specific name of the file to be 
transferred and the exact location where the file is stored. For browsing one 
can get the listing of file by 'Dir* command for complete information and 'Is' 
command (for simplified listing). The syntax for the command are. 
ftp>dir directory-name local-file name 
ftp>ls directory-name local-file name 
After examining the directory one may like to get a single file or multiple 
files. To get a single file are should use the command; 
get file name 
and to get multiple files use the command; 
mget file pattern 
Similarly 'put' and 'input' command are used for sending single and multiple 
files respectively. 
There are two methods for using FTP. In one method you sing on as 
the 'remote host' with your own account or ID and transfer files. In another 
method known as 'Anonymous FTP' you sing on as a guest or as an 
anonymous user and transfer files. In anonymous FTP file can be transferred 
only and there is no scope of modification of existing files or installation of 
new files. 
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10.3 TELENET (REMOTE LOGIN) 
A remote login facility permits a user who is using one computer to 
internet with a program on another computer. The service extends the login 
concept used by conventional times shaving computer systems to permit 
access to a remote times shaving system. 
The Internet's remote login service is called TELENET. To use the 
service, one must invoke a local application program and specify a remote 
machine. The local program becomes a client, which form a connection to 
server on the remote computer. The client passes keystrokes and mouse 
movements to the remote machine and displays output from the remote 
machine on the users display screen. 
Remote login Is significant because it shows how the Internet can 
provide interactive services. Remote login does not merely static data. 
Instead, remote login permits a user to internet with a program that runs on a 
remote computer. The remote program can respond to Input from the user, 
and the user can respond to output the remote program display. 
10.3.1 HYTELNET 
Hytelnet is an important tool for working with Telnet. Besides 
presenting the library catalogues and other resource which are accessible 
through Telenet, the speciality of Hytelnet is that a specific information about 
a library or service is remembered by the program and the users are not 
required to keep track of it them selves. 
One can, if not already on the system, use Hytelnet via. 
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http-./Zmoondog. usask.ca/hytelent or gopher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/11/intemet/ 
hytelnet. 
10.4 USENET (NETWORK NEWS) 
Usenet is a collection of News groups providing access to read and 
discuss thousands of different topics or area of interest. It is rather like a 
massive distributed bulletin board service, with hundreds of message areas or 
newsgroups, ranging from alt, sex. stories to misc. jobs, offered. Unlike e-mail 
one can avail the scope of public conversations and discussions and can 
distribute the Latest information worldwide. 
Usenet newsgroups are an-anged hierarchically. The order is: the top 
level hierarchy, the broadest category and the specific topic e.g. rec. sports, 
cricket. Usenet can be divided, top level subject wise, into eight basic area as 
follows: 
Comp. discussion on computer related topic 
news, news and information about USENET 
rec. recreation, games & sports, music, hobbies, art etc. 
sci. discussions on science and engineering 
soc. sociology related news and issues, 
talk, random discussion 
misc. includes fitness, job-hunting, law and investment, 
alt.discussion on alternative, stronge, grotesque etc. 
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10.5 FINGER 
'Finger* command a user is able to find out the users currently logged 
onto the same host. The finger command enables a users to have specific 
information which may be the telephone number of a particular user at a 
particular Internet site. But because the sites wish to preserve the privacy of 
their user community or for security reasons, the finger command same times 
is not allowed to have an access to some information files. To have a list of 
specific people one may use: 
finger mlswei@planetx.bloomu.edu 
10.6 WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW) 
The world wide web, also known as www or w3 or simply the web, is a 
graphical front end to the Internet which allows users around the world to 
explore text, graphics sound and video by activating links to computer files. It 
is the brain child of the CERN Institute for particle physics, Geneva and its 
basis is the concept of hypertext. Unlike the conventional documents, in which 
information is organized in a linear pattern, hypertext documents have build in 
links which enable the users to jump from one to more information on a topic 
by simply clicking on the term or a picture denoting the item. These links can 
lead to any site on the internet located at any part of the globe. In other 
worlds, the www can be thought of as an interconnected web of pages of 
information text, sound, image and video link in a flexible nonlinear manner 
giving rise to a seamless world in which information form different sources can 
be accessed in a consistent and simply way. 
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10.6.1 CHARACTERISTICS 
The rapid escalation of web use seems to be the result of at least three 
characteristics. 
I. The web is an enabling Technology. 
II. The web is a unifying technology. 
III. The web is a social phenomenon 
10.6.2 FEATURES OF WWW 
The major features of the web are: 
a. It is a hypertext system; 
b. It is a multimedia system; 
c. It is a distributed system; 
d. It incorporates other Internet tools such as ftp, telnet, gopher and 
e. AIS, etc; and 
f. It provides an interface to other database system. 
10.6.3 APPLICATION OF WEB 
A partical list of popular web application Includes the following. 
I. Individual and organizational home pages; 
II. Sales prospecting via interactive forms based surveys; 
III. Advertising and the distribution of product promotional material; 
IV. New product information, product updates, product recall notices; and 
V. Digital politics. 
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10.7 GOPHER 
Gopher menu driven client/server program, originally developed at the 
University of Minnesota as a front-end to Telnet and FTP, is one of the 
important tools for retrieving of information on the Internet. It is one of the 
easiest tools for searching, viewing and downloading document, files etc. 
Once on a Gopher, one can through a hierarchical system of menus have all 
the information available at all Gopher sites. These menus are links or 
pointers. It lets one link to many other Gopher sites and utilities, such as, FTP 
and Telnet and display menus and files from other Gopher servers. One need 
not know where the data is located or the internet address, domains host 
names, etc. This is just like browsing the remote library subject card catalogue 
and retrieving the wanted infomiation automatically. What makes it so 
powerful is that the Gopher servers reference or point to each other, making 
all the information to appear on one gigantic computer 
10.8 VERONICA 
Veronica stands for very easy Rodent-oriented Net wide Index to 
computerized Archives and is a Gopher -based search engine. Veronica 
makes it easy to find information of gopher servers all over the worid. 
Searches for words of interest in any gopher menu of attached file. It is an 
index which facilities Boolean Keyword searches and connection to Gopher's 
menu resources for information. 
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10.9 ARCHIE 
A service that searches thousands of FTP sites for any word, file name, 
directory name or string of character that you gives it. The Archie server is a 
collection of resource discovery tools that together provide an electronic 
directory service for location information the Internet. 
10.10 WAIS (WIDE AREA INFORMATION SYSTEM) 
Wide area infonnation servers are standardized database with 
hypertext features. WAIS resources are databases of information: however, 
they are exceptionally good at handling complex textual Information, so in 
many ways they are much more than a typical databases. The ability to 
search a full-text index Is a powerful tool. It permits the user to search 
worldwide archives for resources based on a series of key words. It is a 
distributed text searching system. You can select one or more database from 
a list, supply a key word. (That you would to locate information about, and 
WAIS will search the full text of all documents in the selected sources, 
returning a list of those that contain your key word) WAIS allow natural 
language searches. 
10.11 NETFIND 
Another locating tools, which searches specially for an individual's, e-
mail address is netfind. The tool uses finger information along with other 
TCP/IP protocols to try to find an appropriate E-mail account given certain 
search criteria. No comprehensive database of internet users e-mail address 
is available Netfind at least provides a particle solution to the problem. In 
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recognition of its merits, Dalton mentions Netfind as one of the tools in 1991 
was bringing a bit of organization to Internet information. 
10.12 LISTSERV 
Electronic conference may take place over the internet, but they may 
also involve one of two related networks: BITNET or USENET-
BITNET(Because it's time Network) is a WAN that links many universities and 
colleges. Built to run on IBM mainframe architecture, BITNET handles E-mail 
and file retrieval. Its strongest asset by for has been the LISTSERV software, 
designed by Eric Thomas. LISTSERV is arguably the best electronic 
conference management software. 
11. INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS AND POPULAR 
NETWORKS IN INDIA 
Internet services provider(ISP) is the bridge between internet and the 
customers with a point of presence on their network. The customers should 
have connection to one of ISP's server either through dial-up or lease-line. 
Until early 1990's internet access was possible through some kind of 
dedicated line connection. Later with the introduction of various internet 
access providers, dial-up accounts become available. By early 1994, more 
than hundred dial-up commercial internet access providers were offering 
services in north America alone. Now there are various ways to get Internet 
connectivity, ranging from dial-up facility to satellite links. 
After the launch of internet for masses by the Videsh Sanchar Nigam 
Ltd. (VSNL) on August 5,1995, this rose to 3135(out of 21.8 million worldwide) 
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in 1996 which rose to 7175(out of 29.67 million word wide) in 1997. Currently 
India has 1.2 lakh subscribers which is growing by 10,000 every month and its 
expected to reach 12 million by the year 2000. The growth rate of Internet in 
India is 12-15 percent per month as against the word average of about 10 
percent. VSNL has about 95 percent of the total area of internet connectivity 
which has a monopoly over the internet access as all ISP's have to go 
through its gateway. India has four major internet services providers(ISP's), 
viz ERNET of Dept of electronics (DoE), NICNET of national informatics 
center (NIC), Gateway internet Access services (GIAS) of VSNL and Softnet 
of the software Technology Park (STP's) of DoE. Compare this with 16,322 
hosts with ten lakh users and 30 internet service providers (ISOs) for China; 
57,605 hosts with over one lakh users and 3 ISP's for Singapore; 67,000 
hosts with 2.5 lakh users and 90 ISP's for Hong Kong; 1.2 lakh hosts with 7.5 
lakh users and 15 ISP's for South Korea; 1.8 lakh hosts for Taiwan ; 12 lakh 
hosts with 15 lakh users and 1300 ISP's for Japan. 
To day India there are various networks offering online services 
through internet. 
Some of them are as follows. 
11.1 EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH NETWORK (ERNET) 
In November 1986, Ernet was started by Dept of Electronic (DoE) with 
the financial support of Govt, of India and a United Nation Development 
program (UNDP) involving eight premier institutions as participating agencies 
namely. National center for software Technologies (NCST), Indian institute of 
science(IISc) Banglore , five Indian institute of Technology (at Bombay ,Delhi 
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, Kanpur, kharaghpur and Chennai) and Dept. of Electronic (DoE) , Delhi 
since 1989, it started providing internet service to academic and research 
institution in India. The network started with few leading institution and R&D 
organization, etc. It has been quit successful in creating an awareness of 
internet use among academic and research community in the country. 
11.2 SOFTNET 
The Dept. of Electronic software technology park of India (STPI) 
launched SOFTNET in 1993. Which has started offering Internet services in 
collaboration with setcom service, India for software development companies. 
STPI has six centers located at Bhubhaneswar, Trivandrum, Hyderabad, 
Gandhinagar, Noida and Banglore 
11.3 NICNET 
The National Infomiation Center Network (NICNET) is operation since 
1987. NICNET covers all district headquarters, state/UT capitals and national 
capitals. Internet connectivity through NICNET has been made available via 
VSNL since 1995. It provides services to govt, organization in the country by 
using satellite base data communication of National Infomnation Center (NIC). 
NICNET has been offering internet connectivity through dial-up mode under 
the services name RENNIC (Research and education network) to academic 
and research organization. It is estimated that more than one million 
users(8000 institution) are using NICNET facility in India. 
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11.4 SATYAM ONLINE 
Satyam online was launched in Dec. 1998 as a first private internet 
service provider to announce the internet service in 12 major cities in India. It 
process to cover more than 40 cities. 
11.5 MAHANAGAR TELEPHONE NIGAM LTD.(MTNL) 
MTNL was launched in March 1999 in Mumbai and Delhi to provide 
internet service to general public. 
11.6 VIDESH SANCHAR NIGAM LTD.(VSNL) 
India's international communication carrier is the sole Internet service 
provider (ISO) in India. In Iate1994; VSNL announced its plan to provide 
internet connectivity on payment through its gateway Internet access service 
(GIAS) program. VSNL is currently providing Internet access services from 
Delhi, Mumbai, Calcutta, Chennai, Banglor, and Pune. It has recently 
commissioned nodes at Ahmedabad, Trivandrum, Goa, Jaipur, Chandigarh 
and Hyderabad. 
11.7 NATIONAL INFORWATICS CENTER SERVICES Inc. 
(NICSI) 
NICSI is the business arm of NIC, a nationwide satellite based 
communication computer network under the planning commission NICSI 
provides 64 kbps internet connection through VSAT looking at KU Band of 
INSAT 2C geo-stationary satellite. 
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12. APPLICATION OF INTERNET 
There are many application of the internet are: 
a. The internet is being used for research, government and commercial 
policy and decision making, education, medicine, reference etc; 
b. The internet lets the people meet around the world, with similar 
interest; 
c. Information and tutorials to keep to do more things are available on 
internet; 
d. Public domain program for DOS.WINDOWS,UNIX. computers are 
available free on internet; 
e. An electronic copy of document available on the internet ;and 
give access to special job listing. 
13. LIBRARY APPLICATIONS 
Internet is a born for information professionals whose main aim is to 
provide Infomnation to their clientele. It has greatly influenced the practice of 
librarianship. It is the most useful tool to obtain latest information that may 
take many more months to get printed .access to internet has changed the 
total scenario of librarianship. Internet has been found to be very effective for 
all the following activities: 
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13.1 COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT 
Collection plays very important role for the users of any library. Internet 
has given new meaning to the process of collection development as there is a 
clear shift from the concept of ownership to accessibility. Large number of 
documents are accessible on Net, few of them are available free and rest 
against payment. Extensive access to information resources has proved to be 
very helpful for financially starved libraries. With internet access the libraries 
are able to achieve economy, as they are shifting towards consortial approach 
to acquire, access and subscribe the material they need. Acquisition of 
document in-e-form is becoming the order of the day. 
13.2 ACQUISITION 
With application of internet the acquisition process has become much 
faster and many of the problems related with the acquisitions have been 
solved. A subscriber can send the direct orders to the publishers online. With 
the application of internet, the job of acquisition librarian has become much 
faster and easier reducing the paper work substantially. Publisher catalogue 
are readily available on internet. 
The foreign publications that used to take four to six months earlier, are 
available in a period of eight to ten days. 
13.3 TECHNICAL PROCESSING 
With the internet access facility, catalogue format of acquired 
document can be extracted from the internet sources like LC and OGLC or the 
publishers catalogue available on internets. As these the catalogues are in 
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conformity to international standard such as MARK format, standardization 
and uniformity can be achieved classification number can also be retrieved for 
arranging the books on shelf. Most of the libraries are classifying and 
cataloguing the internet based sources. 
13.4 CIRCULATION 
Circulation of document is one of the important operations of library. 
Circulation procedure in a conventional system is very lengthy and consumes 
much of the staff time in repetitive works. The use of technological devices 
such as computers, barcode scanners and its software in circulation help in 
performing there routine operations easily and quickly. It saves lot of time for 
the staff as well as users. It helps in maintaining up-to-date membership 
records and in finding out least status of documents under circulation. There 
are many activities in circulation 
(a) Issue and return of documents. 
(b) Renewal and reservation of documents. 
(c) Sending remainder notices. 
(d) Calculation and collection of overdues 
(e) Maintenance of membership records. 
(f) Circulation statistics. 
(g) Stock verification. 
13.5 ACQUISITION OF PHOTOCOPIES 
Photocopies of documents can be easily acquired on internet. Orders 
can be placed online by connecting to their Web site . 
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13.6 RESOURCE SHARING 
Due to multiplying cost of material, resource sharing has become an 
important facility where Internet is being used heavily. Through internet, users 
of one library can know what is available in the collection of other libraries. It 
creates a co-operative network that is very useful for the fund starved libraries 
.under this program all networked libraries make their resources available on 
the net to be used by other libraries. 
13.7 DOGUMENT DELIVERY 
It is very important facility of the internet, which has given new meaning 
to the inter library loan services. Availability of a document can be known by 
accessing OPACs on the internet. It has facilitated the speedy delivery of full 
text articles on the Net at much cheaper rate. 
13.8 INFORMATION SERVICE 
Current awareness service (CAS) and selective dissemination of 
information (SDI) services are the most useful services of any good library 
Internet is paying a very significant role in providing CAS/SDI services to its 
users. Application of internet has changed the way of providing these 
services. It has widened our information resources base extensively by 
providing access to global information one can access abstracts, citations, 
bibliographic and full text Database, library OPACs or other sites wherever the 
information is available. Libraries using internet can provide for better 
information services, much wider in scope at minimum cost and time. 
Reference sources like encyclopedia, dictionaries, directories, bibliographies, 
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indexes/abstracts, gazetteers ,maps and atlas ,etc are available with up-to -
date information. 
14. NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
In the present environment in India, the concept of information 
consultant and extension workers and users are becoming increasingly 
popular, the computer centre, A.M.U., provides the latest equipments which 
helps the faculty members as well as research Scholar & students to get the 
required information. Most of the users availing the facilities of computer 
centre, so in this way the teachers (Lecturers / Readers / Professors) are 
privileged to access latest information with in short span of time, thus it is 
essential to know the utilization level of internet services because every users 
accessing the internet in the present era for the purpose to find out the new 
searchers. So the investigator decides to conduct the study for measuring the 
utilization of internet services by the AMU, Aligarh. 
15. SELECTION OF THE PROBLEMS 
The problems of the present study entitled "Use of Internet in the 
Computer Centre by faculty members of AMU: A Survey". 
16. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
16.1 USE 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary "Use to play or carry on (an 
occupation, professions, etc.); to follows or exercise; to discharge the 
functions. 
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16.2 INTERNET 
According to encyclopaedia of science & Technology. 
1. "The Internet is large data network it grew out of the ARPAnet, which 
was original operated by the US Defense Advance Research project 
Agency and was based on TCP/IP the Internet still supports TCP/IP. 
But encompasses additional networking protocols as well. 
2. It is an information pool contributed by more than 70 countries all over 
the world." 
16.3 COMPUTER CENTRE 
According to the oxford English Dictionary "a computer centre is a part 
round which computer are the point of concentration for its surrounding of 
buildings forming a centre joint in the town or University. 
16.4 FACULTY MEMBERS 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary "faculty is the branch or 
department of knowledge and faculty members or a part or organ of this 
department; chiefly, a limb or other separable portion". 
16.5 AMU 
AMU (Aligarh Muslim University) is the central University of India, 
which is located in Aligarh. 
16.6 SURVEY 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary "The examine and ascertain 
the conditions, situation or value of formally or officially." 
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17. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
• How well and widely the Internet is used in AMU Computer centre; 
• To determine the different advance search facilities used by the users; 
• To know the most frequently used search engines/popular sites using 
by the users; 
• To know the purpose of using internet; 
• To find out the problem faced by the users while using various internet 
services; 
• To know how much time fulfill the need of the users by net surfing; 
• To find out the rate of behaviour of staff members in computer centre 
of AMU; 
• To find out the users view about the different type online electronic 
journals; 
• To know about the view of the users regarding to the Internet training 
program; 
• To examine the satisfaction levels of users regarding infrastructure 
facilities, membership, printing facilities and others; 
• To know what services are most useful to the members; 
• To find out what are the other services provided by computer centre of 
AMU; 
• To find out the use and perceived importance of the internet for study 
or work related purpose. 
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18. HYPOTHESES 
> Most of the Faculty members are satisfied with the infrastructure 
facilities and printing facilities available in the computer centre. 
> A large number of Faculty members are using e-journals for their 
respective discipline. 
> A large number of Faculty members are not expert in using Internet 
facility available in the computer centre. 
> Most of the Faculty members are facing various types of problems 
while using internet. 
19. METHODOLOGY 
The present study is conducted on a sample of 125 users (Lecturers / 
Readers / Professors) of different Department of AMU Aligarh. 
The tool used for the study were questionnaire, observation and 
informal interview. Firstly, investigator chooses the sample on the basis of 
stratified method and circulated the questionnaire. 
20. METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 
In this, the investigator visited the different Department of AMU Aligarh 
to distribute the questionnaire to the faculty members and collected the 
questionnaire back. The investigator taken the short interview of the users. 
Besides this investigator observes over all services of the computer centre of 
AMU, Aligarti. 
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21. SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
The present study is entitled "Use of internet in the computer centre by 
faculty members of AMU: A Survey", The main purpose of study is to find the 
utilization of internet services, for the study, the variables taken for detailed 
analysis are, Lecturers/Readers/Professors in AMU Aligarh. The investigator 
was able to identify some of the major limitations such as: 
a The present study consists only the Internet users; 
a The geographical area is restricted in computer centre of AMU Aligarh. 
a It takes only faculty numbers (Lecturers/Readers/Professors) who have 
been using internet services in the academic year 2002-2003. 
22. ORGANISATION OF THE REPORT 
Chapter-1. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Introductory chapter deals with the internet facilities, its 
different types of services followed by need and significance of the study, 
objectives, Hypotheses, statement of the problem, scope and limitation of the 
study. 
Chapter - 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A review of total number of 33 previously published literature 
related to the present study. 
Chapter-3 
METHODOLOGY 
This Chapter deals with the statement of the problem, 
objectives, hypotheses, methodology, tools used for the study, sample 
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population, variable taken, pilot survey, data collection procedure and a data 
analysis methods. 
Chapter - 4 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
This Chapter deals with the analysis and Interpretation of data 
collected through questionnaire, observation and interview method. 
Chapter - 5 
CONCLUSION, FINDINGS AND SUGGESTION 
It includes conclusion. Findings, suggestions and recommends 
action for the further research. 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Review of related literature is a key element for any research. Use of 
Internet is a widely discussed topic among library professionals. Much of the 
materials are scattered in textbooks journals articles, case studies written by 
both Indian as well as foreign authors. Review of related literature is done so 
that the objectives and methodologies of their studies can be taken into 
consideration. These articles provide a ground for the study of use of Internet 
among faculty members. Thus the present study is an attempt to achieve the 
objectives by the consultation of available literature. The investigator reviewed 
only those which are directly or indirectly related to the present study. Some 
of the foreign as well as Indian author in Library and Information Science have 
been discussed in details. 
1. Bradley, Nigel/^^ Conducted study under entitled "Sampling for internet 
surveys: An examination of respondent selection for internet research" The 
traditional methods of probability and non-probability sample selection are 
applicable to internet surveys and respondent can be selected in various 
ways, some of which are unique to the internet specific to the internet, and 
important to note from a sampling view point, is the self completion method of 
data collection. For this article the method has been sub-divided into six 
categories, three web pages style questionnaire and three e-mail style 
questionnaire. Data that show the number of individuals with access to a 
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networked computer are limited use are identifiable each of which poses a 
challenge for sampling published example illustrate how there principles have 
been applied in practice. Two techniques: Saturation surveying and shifting, 
may be employed usefully in some situation. There are numerous solution to 
sampling problems for internet research and many avenues for further inquiry. 
2. Penn Bridge, J, Moya, R and Rodrigues.'^ ' Has conducted a study under 
the title " Questionnaire survey of California consumers use and rating of 
sources of health care information including the internet:" The objectives 
are : To understand how Californians use and rate various health 
information sources, including the internet. Computer-assisted telephone 
interviews through which surveys were conducted in English or Spanish. The 
main outcome measure: past health information sources used, their 
usefulness and case of use; future health information sources , which 
were trusted and distrusted ; and concerns about integrating the internet 
into future health information seeking and health care behaviors. 
The public, including frequent internet user, has mainly concerned 
about the confidentiality of electronic medical records .Legislation may not 
assuage there fears and a long term , open and collaborative process 
involving consumers and organization from all the health care sectors 
may be needed for fulfillment. 
3. Deshphande, N J and Panage, B M (2002pThis article highlights that the 
internet is a network of networks. It is a digital camera, digital televisions, 
digital diary etc. Around us. At the same time information is also available in 
digital form at a large scale. The present paper list some of its important 
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resources available on internet. To provide the better reference services with 
in the limited financial sources, the internet is the best solution. These 
websites are thoroughly studied and found that these are very useful to 
provide reference services. 
4. Karisiddappa, C R^ '^ (2002)This paper gives an over view of the changing 
Educational scenario and the impact of Internet. It has been viewed as a 
valuable source of information, which can assist students in the pursuance of 
knowledge, learning, and research and increased their capacity for social 
interaction. Internet has been used to promote inquiry and creativity through 
the interaction of various form of knowledge such as text multimedia, 
animation. The main objective of Internet delivered education is to provide 
training for students and to maximize the utilization of instructional technology. 
It is an effort to enhance the absorption of knowledge. The delivery of 
educational materials on the Internet is now almost a common phenomenon 
in some of the affluent, developed countries. The mechanism ranges from the 
sophisticated virtual classrooms in which students works in cyberspace & 
interact in a near real time with instructors of remote sites, to the move basic 
non real time for delivery of lecture contents to the remote students. The 
initiation taken by IGNOU in introducing an online education programmes in 
January 2000 is laudable. It has launched two of its web based educational 
programme viz. The Bachelor of information Technology (BIT) and Advance 
Diploma in Information Technology (ADIT). Internet has not done any miracle 
as such, but has provide an opportunity to expand learning options for 
teachers and students who are fortunate enough to have internet access. 
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5. Bhatt, KshamW^ ^ (2002) As the title "Internet: An omnipotent tool for 
excellent and prompt library and information services". The Use of Internet 
technologies enable library and information professionals to reach both local 
and distant users much more easily and effectively. This paper discusses the 
importance of the internet in library functions and services provided by L & I 
centres. Web offers significant advantages by Integrating different library and 
information services with common use Interface offered by web browser with 
the demand of adopting this new age. Technology, metropolitan networks 
have to become more effident to train the L & I professionals and students. 
6. Dhiman, Anil Kumar^ '^ (2002). The article deals with "Resource sharing 
digital environment through internet: Problems and Prospects". The Internet 
can be defined as the global network of networks. It is a network of 
interconnected world wide webs of different types of organization like 
universities, business, defense and science organizations etc. A digital library 
may simply be defined as the library, which has all the documents in the 
digital form while in case of digital libraries. The users can access the 
information from such sites in digitized form. This paper discuss some 
important issue regarding Internet uses in libraries and its role in resource 
sharing in digital environment. Internet is a wonderful resource and it has 
been a part of our life. 
7. Mohan Das, M K and Shot K C '^ (2002) the study discussed under the 
title "Internet service provider for library management". This paper deals with 
the cost analysis of setting up of Internet service provider in general and 
library management in particular. The research and developments in science 
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and technology have evolved into multi disciplinary domain, creating huge 
demand on library services. The conventional libraries are ill equipped to 
meet, the users demand and are often plagued by the in advertent delay in 
the supply and chain of information. This paper has been analysed the 
infrastructure for internet service for effective library management. The 
Internet service provider (ISP) all over the world use different types of servers; 
and this paper made an attempt to see how to setup an ISP under different 
classes with the indication of cost for such infrastructure. 
8. Pujar, 8 M, Mundgod, M B and Munnolli, Satish'^ ' (2002) The study 
carried out under title "Adding search for web site : A study of remote search 
engines". Search engine for a web site is like an index for a book. This paper 
discusses functions, facilities, benefits, limitations and features of remote 
search engines. It identifies and studied various remote search services 
available on the Internet. Remote search services are boon for web master or 
organizations, as they spend little or nil for the service. The main 
disadvantage with remote search services is that they need Internet 
connection for functioning. This paper thrust is given more on free of cost 
services provided by remote search service providers. It acts mirror, for entire 
information covered In the website, just like a catalogue of library. 
9. Majumdar, Kamalendu and Panlgrahi, P Y^^ (2002) The study under the 
title "Internet and e-mail: A user guide for library professionals". Internet to 
gives birds -eyed -view on Internet ranging form its origination to present day 
scenario. Emphasis on the e-mail service of internet. Which highlights the 
utility and configuration of the of the mail server including its installation and 
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maintenance. It also discusses briefly the mechanism of client and server 
interaction for sending and receiving e-mail and gives. Gives an account of 
overall features, functions of e-mail. 
10. Kamalavijayan, D'^ °^  (2001) The study carried out under the title "Internet 
for libraries". The major function of library. Is to collect, process and 
disseminate the Information. It is a presumed that the reader knows the 
following (a) Internet is a network of networks, (b) It is one of the marvels of 
modern science, which has enabled computer to - computer communication 
through telecommunication. This has turned the world into a global village, (c) 
E-mail, file transfer facility, world wide web and Telnet which enable remote 
login and access of different services database from the essence of 
information services available on internet. Some of the welcome changes and 
positive advantages brought in by the Internet revolution are also highlighted. 
11. Rao, N. Laxman and Prasanna, M K'" ' (2001) Conducted study under 
the title "Use of internet for improving library services". This paper presents 
the use of internet for improving library services. The two important items to 
be considered for improving the library services are; economy; and use of 
internet. This paper also discusses the role of internet in adding value to the 
library services web book stores, web based library catalogue, use of e-mail. 
It also demonstrate with examples, the utility of internet in maintaining library 
and information services. It also highlights that it is the best away for 
connecting people make their users well informed by latest development. 
12. P.M. Naushad Ali '^ i^ (2000) Conducted a study under the title "Internet 
and its use in Aligarh Muslim University: A Survey". The specific objectives of 
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the Study were, (a) To know the purpose of using internet (b) To ascertain 
how far internet services has been utilized (c) To identify that the popular sites 
used by the users, (d) To find out from which source users gets latest 
information about web sites (e) To know most used internet services (f) To 
find out the problem faced by the users while using various internet services, 
(g) To collect the opinion of the users about the staff (h) To examine the 
satisfaction level of users regarding working hours, infrastructure facilities, 
reservation facilities and location, etc. The questionnaire method, were used 
to collect the data. The major finding are (i) Most of the users in the university 
have a tendency to use internet service regularly (ii) Most of the users depend 
on internet service because of quick access of relevant information (iii) World 
Wide Web and E-mail are the most used internet services by the users of 
A.M.U., (iv) Most of the users get information about new web site from the 
internet itself followed by journals /magazines and newspapers (v) 32.22% of 
the users are facing slow downloading problem followed by technical 
(28.81%) and guidance (27.78%) (vi) A large number of Internet users are not 
satisfied with infrastructure facilities available in the computer centre like no. 
of nodes, printing, multimedia facility etc. (vii) Most of then are satisfied with 
timing and location of the computer centre. 
13. Kulanthaivel, G and Ravi Chnadran, R. '^ '^ (2000) The study under the 
title" The use of internet as a source for resources sharing". This article deals 
with the field of education, including higher education with the emergence of 
scientific developments dramatic changes, taken place and the new 
technologies gives birth to the concepts like global networking systems. 
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universal communication facilities and universal data base systems. This 
paper examines the present facilities offered by global computer connectivity 
to highlight how the institute with Internet based campus network could make 
learning exciting and in touch with the latest trends. 
14. Thandavamoorthy, K and Vengan, R '^ '^ ^ (2000). The study carried out 
under the title "Internet and its characteristics features for pharmaceutical 
industries". The study discussed that the internet is emerging as a new 
communication channel for, an alternative to existing channels of 
communication, for others, it is a complementary communication channel. The 
Internet is a worldwide network of computer networks. Imagine a network of 
five computers in your office, which are linked up together in a manner that 
you can exchange data, correspondence (mail) and even software between 
these computers. Internet plays an important role in the characteristics 
features for pharmaceutical industries as indicated in detailed structures. 
15. Rahinasabapathi, R.'^ '^ (2000) Made study under the title "Internet: A 
briefing for layman". This article studied that the Internet is undoubtedly a 
medium between the information professionals and the information's. In 
present day, the Internet is a cost-effective medium between the librarians 
and the information. It consists of peoples, information and computer. 
Something's is available for everyone in it. All it needs is the organizing and 
classifying skill of librarian in searching it, to satisfy the user needs. This topic 
covers an idea about LAN and WAN, the birth of internet, the basic and 
fundamentals of internet. 
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16. Chandran, D^ ®^' (2000) Conducted study under the entitle "Use of Internet 
resources and services in S.V. University (Tirupathi) environment". The major 
objectives of this study are (a) To ascertain the nature of the respondents who 
are using the Internet, its resources and services; (b) To assess the 
knowledge of the respondents about the network; (c) To identify the services 
through which respondents learn about internet; (d) To identify the means and 
purposes, tools, communication facilities through which respondents use 
internet; (e) To find out the avenues through which the respondents get-
access to internet; (f) to ascertain the respondents feed back about the 
internet and (g) To suggest the ways and means for the popularizing and 
maximum utilization of internet services by the academic community. 
Questionnaire was designed to elicit the opinion of the student, research 
scholars and faculty member of the Sri Venkateswara University, Tirupathi. 
The data collection has been done through questionnaire and after that it is 
analysed and interpreted. The findings are (a) It is the found that most of 
users aware of the network VSNL and ERNET (b) It is found that most of the 
users access e-mail services etc. The suggestion are (a) In the survey, it is 
noticed that most of the users are using internet only to send the e-mail 
communication (b) users should also use the search engines to get the 
required information and other research scholars should use the facility of 
internet often. 
17. Robinson, Lyn'^ ^ (2000) On the topic "a strategic approach to research 
using internet tools and resources." This paper describes a method for 
carrying out research in a multimedia environment encompassing printed 
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electronic and internet based resources The framework was used to 
compile a listing of toxicology information resources as, part of a large 
study, the effect on new information and communication technologies on 
scientific communication with in this field It is likely, however , that the 
approach can be applied to research in any subject. 
18. Frost, Chris'^ ®^  (2000) Made study under the title "Tales on the internet: 
Making it up as you go along." The article deals with the Internet' e-mail 
system is a fast and efficient communication method and one that has 
become particularly popular for rumours and hoaxes. Case studies are a 
good way to examine that use of e-mail and the web for rumour and hoax 
transmission . This observation can be supported by interviewing key player 
in the transmission process. This type of e-mail shares common ground with 
a number of virus hoax and, like them, arelikely to be circulating the internet 
for some time. 
19. Nicholas, David'^ ^^  (2000) Made study under title "The impact of the 
internet on information seeking in the media". Searching the world wide web 
was the principal internet activity and use was generally conservation in 
character newspapers and official sites were favoured, and searchers where 
mainly of fact-checking nature, e-mail was used on a very limited. Scale and 
was not regarded as a serious journalistic tool. Users generally dismissed 
these concerns, dealing with potential overload and quality problems largely 
by using authoritative sites and exploiting the lower quality data where it was 
needed. 
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20. Zhang, Yin^ ^^  (1999) conducted a case study under the title "Using the 
internet for survey research: A case study". The objective of this case study is 
to know how the Internet, specifically e-mail and the web, can be used in the 
survey research. A survey questionnaire was designed to collect data that 
would help us to obtain a better understanding of the scholarly use of internet-
based e-source among its researchers. This study offers evidence that web 
based questionnaire are of great potential value for US research. By using the 
web in combination with e-mail, postal mail or Fax, researchers can take 
advantage of the internet's unique capabilities, and at the same time, reduce 
the risk of limiting responses to certain groups of individuals in a sample. The 
study shows that Internet based surveys are still evolving and their full 
potential appears not yet to be realized. This study also suggests that web 
based surveys can be designed to create users centered transaction logs for 
trouble shooting, use and user analysis and system evolution. It can be said 
that internet based surveys provide great opportunities but pore challenges as 
well. 
21. Voorbij, Henk J^ ^^ ' (1999) Made study under the title "Searching scientific 
information on the internet: A Dutch Academic User Survey". This study 
examines the use and perceived importance of the Internet among students 
and academic in the Netherlands. A detailed questionnaire was distributed 
among 1,000 members of the academic community and three focus group 
interviews were held with faculty members. Among other findings, the study 
revealed that searching the world wide web. Libraries should support the 
users by performing tradition tasks, such as selection, bibliographical 
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description, and controlled subject. Indexing, current awareness, cources, and 
individual assistance. The www is being used primarily to search general, 
factual, ephemeral, or very specific information. At this moment, full text 
resources play only a minor role in the academic research process. The 
Internet may have conquered a place for itself, but it has not pushed aside 
traditional printed and other Information resources. It also highlights that the 
majority of non users have positive attitude towards the Internet & they would 
like to use the Internet in futures. 
22. Jha, K A, Mishra, Veena and Sinha, B N^ ^^ ' (1999) The study carried out 
under the title "Internet: Emerging technology for information generation and 
its services to users". This articles discussed that the Internet has emerged as 
a powerful tool for modern libraries and information centres, in providing 
information services. It discusses that the information generation from the 
Internet and access to a wide range of services from e-mail to electronic 
publishing available to a user. The basic requirements for availing these 
services, along with the approximate costs for the introduction and 
maintenance of the facilities, are explained. The extension of the traditional 
role of the information specialist in providing up to the minute information is 
elaborated, be it for research or technical purposes, for corporate use, or for 
the general reader. 
23. Mc Laughlin, Ruth^ ^^  (1999) Discusses under the title "The internet and 
Japanese Education: The effect of globalization on education policies and 
government initiatives". This article examines the effect of Internet growth on 
education with in Japan, where English and the alphabet are not the first 
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forms of communication, in 1997 the Internet society carried out research to 
find what language people were using on the internet. English accounted for 
82% of all web sites, German was second with 4% and then Japanese at 
under 2%. However, with policy changes at the ministry of Post and 
telecommunications, and better translation software, the Japanese use of the 
internet exploded. This article examines the policies, initiatives and 
developments of the Japanese Government that created this growth and 
looks at the effect of these changes on educational policies. 
23. Jas, Nikil Kumar and Chandra Das, Nilay^ ^^ ^ (1999) the study under title 
"Internet: The electronic mobile library in the cyber space". Today almost all 
the activities of human beings would not be successful with out the effective 
use of information. The librarian and information professional has a vital role 
to play in supplying the right information to the right people at the right time. 
This slogan deserves that libraries in every corner of our country should be 
connected together with the internet. Different type of internet connections, 
domain names and addresses and the facilities offered by various types of 
services providers in India. At the end the researcher projected a dream that 
at the end of this century we will have a national information infrastructure & 
all the universities, colleges, public & school libraries will be connected to the 
internet. 
24. Chowdary, T H P'*' (1999) Conducted the study carried out under the title 
"Academic libraries in the internet-era". It brings out the importance of learning 
and underlines the role of library and librarians even in internet era. Looking at 
the exponential growth of literature in all walks of life and domain, it considers 
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library as a supplementary class room. Considering the wide use of internet 
and growing interest of users at large lists the task for India to be achieved 
25. Koganuramath, M. M. K. and Jange, SJ^ ^ (1999) Made a study under 
the title, "Use of internet by social science research scholars: A study". The 
major objectives of the study are (i) To know the purpose of using internet (ii) 
To ascertain how far internet services has been utilized (iii) To identify the 
popular sites used by the scholars; and (iv) To suggest ways for optimising 
internet services. A structured questionnaire was designed to know the 
various internet services utilized by them. The questionnaires were distributed 
to 60 social science research scholars and collected only filled questionnaire 
with a 100% response rate. The major findings are, that main purpose for 
using internet is for communicating mails (100%). E-mail is most widely used 
services followed by world wide web (www). 
26. Jirjees, Jassim M and Al-Sanabani, Mohammad'^ ^^  (1999) Made a 
study under the title "Internet in Yemen: Problems and prospects (A case 
study). The major objectives of this study were (1) How well and how widely 
the internet is used in Yemen (2) The benefits gained by the subsaibers. (3) 
The cost-effectiveness of introducing the internet in Yemen. (4) The 
constraints confronting the expansion of the internet in Yemen. (5) To what 
extent the existing Yemeni local homepages follow the proposed standard. A 
questionnaire was used as a tool for collecting data. The homepages hosted 
at the Tele Yemen (ISP) server were scanned and certain alteria were used 
for their evaluation. The study was able to pinpoint the problems faced by 
Yemeni users of the internet, the constraints confronting its diffusion in Yemen 
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and the profits gained by subscribers. The study came up with several 
suggestions and recommendation that the two authors hope will provide a 
basis for assessing the prospects for the future of the internet in Yemen. 
27. Deepa, A and Varghese, M ^ ^^  (1999) Conducted a study under the title 
"Internet scenario in Thiruvananthapuram city: A survey of subscribers". The 
major objectives of this study is: (a) To identify the characteristics such as 
professional status and organizational affiliation of the internet, (b) To identify 
the spedfication such as type of account, services provided, type of 
connectivity etc availed by the subscribers, (c) To find out the various services 
of the internet utilized, (d) To ascertain the major problems that stand In the 
way of proper use of the internet and to evolve solutions to over come them, 
(e) To find out the impact of internet on libraries and to understand the future 
role of library professionals. The author in this survey used questionnaire and 
interviews to collect data. Two sets of questionnaires, one for personal 
subscribers, and another for institutions, designed and finalised after trail tests 
were used for data collection. The major findings of the study are (a) The 
number of internet users in Thirvananthapuram city is increasing at a Tap\6 
rate, (b) Female users are only few of number, (c) VSNL \s the n\B\OT sen/ices 
provider in this region, (d) E-mail is the only facMy availed by all the 
subscribers, (e) 55% of the users carry out up to 10 searches in a week, (f) 
62% of the users surf the Net at night and 46% use in morning. 
28. Savolainen, Reijo^ '^ (1998) Wrote an article under the title "Use of 
studies of electronic network: A review of empirical research approaches and 
challenges for their development". The major research approaches of use 
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Studies are considered. An attempt is made to shed light on the goals, 
research interests, major topics and methodological approaches of various 
types of network user studies will also be assessed. The majority of studies 
can be classified among the surveys, focussing on frequencies of service use. 
From the studies analysis of job related use are most advanced both 
theoretically and methodologically while studies focused on non-work contexts 
of use are less established in this sense. The present article focuses on non-
experimental I.e. field studies of network use. 
29. Lazinger, Susan S Bar-Llan, Bar and Peritz, Blumac C^ ^^ ' (1997) It 
conducted study under the title "Internet use by faculty members in various 
disciplines: A comparative case study". The purpose of this study was to 
examine and compare use of the internet among various sectors of the 
faculty, in order to verify the influence of a number of parameters on this use. 
(1) The field and research interests of the faculty members; (ii) Formal training 
in the use of the internet via courses, workshops; (iii) Self-instruction in the 
use of the internet by means of manuals, how to-book etc; (iv) General use 
and knowledge of computers; and (v) Perceived need for the information this 
network can provide. Questionnaires were sent to faculty member in all 
departments and professional schools of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
a total population of 918 for both the pilot project and the main study. Results 
indicated that internet use is consistently higher among faculty members in 
the sciences and agriculture ("sciagr") than among those in the humanities or 
social sciences ("Husmso"), suggesting that, among other things, the 
connectivity level of the Humsoc group may be lower than that of the sciagr 
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group. The Humsoc group aso showed a higher demand for courses in 
internet use. Suggestions for raising the level of internet use among the 
various disciplines of the faculty are included. 
30. Nicholas, David and Others'^ °^  (1997) Discussed under the title "The 
internet: It's early days, but there are some surprises". The internet looks set 
to have a major influence on information seeking behaviour, although there is 
very little hard data around as to what these changes will be or where they will 
occurs. This British library funded study set out to gather such data from the 
media using open-ended interview techniques. Interviews were held with 
hundreds of editors, journalists and media libraries. The early findings indicate 
that the internet is not impacting in way forecasted 
31. Kelly, Sarah and Nicholas, David '^ ^^  (1995) Conducted study under 
entitled "Is the business cybrarian a reality? Internet use in business libraries". 
The Internet is now with us and as a result fundamental changes in 
information work encompassing the 'Virtual Library' and the 'Cybrarian' are 
being forecasted. The purpose of the survey was to discover that whether 
people used the Internet or not. Questionnaires were used to obtain broad-
brush census type, for collection of data face to face and telephonic interview 
method is also used. From the result it is clear that less than one third of 
information professional using the internet, while most were waiting and 
watching. It can be said that intemet is, at the movement complementary 
information source. In future, how ever, the intemet became an entry point to 
other information sources. 
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32. Weihe, Peter and Jacobson, Trudi, E '^ ^^  (1995) Conducted study under 
entitle "What are they doing with behaviour study the internet Auser 
information searching". This study investigates the effects of age, gender, 
college status, internet experience, windows experience, and internet 
instruction attendance on the uses of internet resource both with in and 
outside the university library of the university at Albany. The uses of internet 
resources are divided into four sub-scales. They are: (i) The usefulness of 
internet access; (ii) Analytical searching; (iii) Browsing; and (iv) Frequency of 
use. For analysis 100 students randomly selected as information and checked 
from thoselOO students whether they are using the Internet terminals at the 
university library or not. The instrument used in this study is a questionnaire 
adopted from the computer attitude scale (Loyd and Gressard, 1984). 
Expected findings are (!) Males are using the internet terminals more 
frequently then females; (ii) Males are doing more analytical searching, while 
females are doing more browsing; (iii) Internet experience and windows 
experience are found to be significantly related to effective use of internet 
resources; (iv) Users in the sciences are finding internet access more useful 
than users in other disciplines. 
This is one of the first attempt of user studies for internet application. 
Our findings will help in library design of better access to internet resources, 
librarians can better help users from different disciplines with the knowledge 
of their infomnation seeking behaviours. 
33. Rana, Madan S^ i^ (-,995^ -j-^ jg g^j^,g ^^g, ^.^^ ^^^ information resource 
sharing which has been the basic tool used by the infonnation professionals in 
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satisfying the growing needs of their customers with in limited budgets. It 
discusses the various types of information services available on INTERNET 
such as, e-mail, bulletin board, electronic publishing, down loaded texts and 
software, reference and referral services, current information services, 
electronic inter-library loan, indexing & abstracting services, book selection, 
acquisition, cataloguing & classification, resource sharing, OPACs and cwis. 
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METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with the methodology used in the study and has 
been discussed under the following headings. 
• Statement of Problem 
• Methodology 
• Sample population 
• Pilot Survey 
• Variables taken 
• Tools and techniques employed 
<• Data collection procedures 
<• Data Analysis methods. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem for the present study is entitled "use of Internet in the 
computer centre by faculty members of AMU: A Survey." 
METHODOLOGY 
Methodology has its own importance in scientific investigation, because 
objectivity in any research investigation cannot be obtained unless it is carried 
out in a very systematic and planned manner. Scientific investigation involves 
careful and proper adoption of research design, use of standardized tools and 
tests, identifying adequate sample by using appropriate sampling techniques, 
sound procedures for collecting data and then after careful tabulation of the 
!Me/£o</ofoyy 
use of appropriate statistical techniques for analyzing the data. For this study 
the investigator used questionnaire, personal interview and observation 
methods. 
TOOLS USED FOR THE STUDY 
Questionnaire, observation, informal interview are used as the tools for 
the study and for collecting necessary data. 
QUESTIONNAIRE METHOD 
Questionnaire Is a tool to collect data from large and widely scattered 
population groups. It is called the heart of survey operation. Goods and Halt 
state: "Questionnaire refers to a device for scoring answer to questions by 
using a form which the respondent fills himself." 
The important step in this method is to take care in the design of 
questions. This method consists of a careful translation of the objectives of 
survey into a set of questions, which may ask for the opinion of teacher. The 
questions are formed in such a way that the relation of one questions to 
another can be readily apparent to the respondent, question sequence must 
be clear and answer can be given be checking yes or no by selecting one of 
the possible answer provided in the questionnaire 
OBSERVATION METHOD 
Observation is the method of acquiring knowledge about the world 
around us. According to Young "systematic be given to the large unit of 
activity by which the specific observed phenomena accrued". Observation 
method is normally employed or it mean using, testing, and characterizing 
human behavior by the way of the investigators own observation, without' 
JKeihodoioyy 
interviewing the respondent. In this method the investigator observe in relation 
to what is currently happening and is not related to either past or future 
intentions of users. This is totally gained by experience himself / herself. 
INTERVIEW METHOD 
Interview technique, as a social survey tool is used by contemporary 
investigators. The interview technique is more direct and has greater 
flexibility. According to Young, interview method is "a systematic method by 
which a person enters more or less imaginatively into the life of a comparative 
stranger". This method is a direct method of data collection through a 
convrsation carried out with the definite purpose of obtaining certain 
information by means of spoken words. In this method interviewer asked 
questions generally in a face to face contact with the respondents. 
SAMPLE POPULATION 
The present study has been conducted on a sample of 125 user of 
computer centre in AMU Aligarh. The total 125 questionnaire distributed 
among the faculty member. The hundred-filled questionnaire which were 
returned back, thus 100 questionnaires selected for analysis of data. 
VARIABLE TAKEN 
In order to achieve the objective of study three variable are taken for 
detailed analysis: 
1. Lecturers 
2. Readers 
3. Professors 
!Me/£oc/ofo^y 
PILOT SURVEY 
The pilot study ensures that the present questionnaires are relevant 
and meaning full to the average respondent and to decide which question 
were relevant for the purpose of study. The investigator distributes 
questionnaire among 20 faculty members for the pilot study, which was very 
helpful in modifying the questionnaire suitability. 
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE 
In this, study the investigator visited various Departments of AMU, 
Aligarh to distribute the questionnaires to the users (Lecturers/ Readers/ 
professors) and collected the questionnaire back. The investigator taken the 
short interview of the users. Besides this observation method also used to 
over all services of the computer centre of AMU, Aligarh. 
DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 
The data collected through questionnaire, observation and informed 
Interview are organized and tabulated by using statistical method, tables and 
percentage. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
The problem for the present study is "Use of Internet in the computer 
centre by faculty members of AMU: A survey" The collected data are 
organized and tabulated by using statistical method, tables and percentages. 
This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of data collected 
through questionnaires, informal interview and observation. A total number of 
125 questionnaires are distributed to the Faculty members of AMU, Aligarh. 
During the academic year of 2002-2003. Hundred questionnaires were 
returned back and investigator selected the same number of questionnaire for 
the analysis of data. 
INTERNET SERVICES USED BY FACULTY MEMBERS IN 
COMPUTER CENTER, AMU 
TABLE - 1 
S. No. 
1 ' 
2 
3 
Users 
Professors 
Readers 
Lecturers 
No. of Respondent 
15(15%) 
15(15%) 
70 (70%) 
Percentage 
15% 
15% 
70% 
The data given in the Table - 1 depicts that 15% faculty members 
(Prof.) and 15% Faculty members (Readers) avails the internet service from 
the computer centre. Though Internet facility is available in the Deptt. also but, 
Daia Ulnalusis andS/n/erpre/a/t'on 
due to poor telephone lines and connectivity they use Internet facility in 
computer centre. 
On the other hand, 70% Lecturers use the internet services in 
computer centre, they have their personal account also. 
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GENDERWISE USE OF INTERNET 
Table - 2 
S. No. 
1 
2 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
No. of Respondent 
89 (89%) 
11(11%) 
Percentage 
89% 
1 1 % 
The data shown in Table-2 dearly indicates gender wise use of internet 
facility by faculty members. Though availability of internet facility in the Deptt., 
but because of poor connectivity and slow downloading, faculty members, 
11 % female and 89% males access the Internet facility from the computer 
centre. 
PURPOSE OF USING INTERNET SERVICE 
Table - 3 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Purpose 
For accessing the 
information 
sen/ices 
For study/ 
research purpose 
For the teaching 
purpose 
For career 
development 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
5 (33.33%) 
4 (26.66%) 
4 (26.66%) 
2 (13.33%) 
Reader/15 
3 (20%) 
5 (33.33%) 
4 (26.66%) 
3(20%) 
Lect/70 
24 (34.28%) 
22(31.42%) 
14 (20%) 
10 (14.28%) 
Percentage 
32(32%) 
31(31%) 
22(22%) 
15(15%) 
T)a{a Olnafusis anJS/n^erpre/a/ion 
The Table-3 indicates the purpose of using internet services by faculty 
members of AMU, Aligarh, 32% respondents gives their response about the 
purpose "for accessing the information services", 31% respondents gives their 
response about the purpose "for study/research purpose", 22% of the 
respondent gives their response "for teaching purpose" and 15% of the 
respondent gives their response "for career development". 
TIME SPEND IN SURFING INTERNET IN A DAY 
Table - 4 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Purpose 
Less than 15 
minutes 
15 minutes-one 
hour 
One hour- two 
hours 
Two hours - four 
hours 
More than four 
hours 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
1 (6.66%) 
4 (26.66%) 
9 (60%) 
1 (6.66%) 
Reader/15 
4 (267.66) 
4 (26.66%) 
7 (46.66) 
" 
Lect/70 
10 (14.28%) 
28 (40%) 
20 (28.57%) 
11 (15.71%) 
1 (6.66%) 
Percentage 
15(15%) 
36(36%) 
36(36%) 
12(12%) 
1(1%) 
The analysis of faculty members responses on frequency of using 
internet services in a day is given in Table-4. Data reveals that out of 100,36% 
of faculty members using internet, fifteen minutes to one hour in a day and 
36% of faculty members using internet one to two hours per day, while 15% 
(Da/a C/lnafusis ancf S7/i/erpre/a/ion 
users using internet less then fitteen minutes in a day and 12% using internet 
for more than two to four hours per day and only 1% user uses internet for 
more than four hours in a day. 
Most used web sites / search engine 
On the analysis of data, we find that the faculty members, hundred 
percent information is searched by using both web sites and search engines. 
Google and Yahoo (70%) are most used by faculty members where as 
AltaVista, Info please & Info seek (30%) are least used. 
INFORMATION SOURCE ABOUT WEB SITES/RESOURCE 
Table - 5 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Purpose 
Intemet itself 
News paper 
Journal 
/Magazine 
Colleague-^^ 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
6 (40%) 
3 (20%) 
4 (26.66%) 
2 (13.33%) 
Reader/15 
7 (46.66%) 
2 (13.33%) 
4 (26.66%) 
2 (13.33%) 
Lect/70 
28 (40%) 
15(21.42%) 
18 (25.71) 
9 (12.85%) 
Percentage 
41(41%) 
20(20%) 
26(26%) 
13(13%) 
It is evident from Table-5 that out of hundred faculty members. 41% of 
respondent give their responses regarding the internet itself in the sense of 
information sources about the use of web sites, 26% responded about 
journals/magazine, 20% users agreed on news paper while 13% agreed on 
colleague. 
\Uala Uinalusis ana SJnierpretalion 
MOST FREQUENTLY USED SEARCH OPTION 
Table - 6 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Purpose 
Simple 
Advance 
Depending on the 
query 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
2 (13.33%) 
4 (26.66%) 
9 (60%) 
Reader/15 
6 (40%) 
2 (13.33%) 
7 (46.66%) 
Lect./70 
21 (30%) 
9 (12.85%) 
40 (57.14%) 
Percentage 
29(29%) 
15(15%) 
56(56%) 
Table - 6 indicates the most frequency used search option. It is clear 
from table that 56% respondents users of search option depending on the 
query and 29% respondents uses simple search option, while 15% 
respondents uses advance search option. 
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Table -7 Summarizes the percentage of respondent that perceives an 
internet as useful and not useful. From the analysis it is clear that internet 
facility E-mail is most important i.e. 94% faculty members uses it. Next to it is 
www, which is used by 88% of faculty members and the 86% of faculty 
members uses e -journals. 
The least used internet facility by faculty members is Bulletin Board 
system, which is used by 17% of faculty members. The other internet service 
got more or less some weightage i.e. FTP, Telnet, Usenet and chatting have 
27%, 28%, 29% and 23% respectively, which is used by the faculty members. 
Diagrame No.-2 Importance of Internet Services 
D E-mail 
• Telenet 
D Electronic Journals 
• Bulletin Board System 
DWorl Wide Web 
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• File Transfer Protocol 
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FREQUENCY OF E-MAIL MESSAGE(S) SEND OR RECEIVE IN 
A DAY 
Table - 8 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Frequency of 
E-mail 
One to two 
Two to four 
Four to Six 
Six to eight 
Eight to ten 
rhe analysis of fa 
No. of Respondent 
Prof./15 
3 (20%) 
3 (20%) 
5 (33.33%) 
2 (13.33%) 
2 (13.33%) 
culty membe 
Reader/15 
7 (46.66%) 
3 (20%) 
2 (13.33%) 
3 (20%) 
— 
rs response 
Lect./70 
20 (28.57%) 
24 (34.28%) 
12 (17.14%) 
5 (7.14%) 
9 (12.85%) 
on frequency 
Percentage 
30(30%) 
30(30%) 
19(19%) 
10(10%) 
11(11%) 
of sending 
and receiving e-mail messages in a day is given in the Table-8. Data reveals 
that out of 100, 30% of faculty members sends or receives, one to two e-mail 
per day. 30% of faculty members sends or receives, one to two e-mail per 
day. 30% of faculty members sends or receives, two to four e-mail in a day, 
where as 19% faculty members sends or received four to six e-mail in a day, 
11% of faculty members sends or receives Eight to ten e-mail in a day, while 
10% faculty members sends or receives six to eight e-mail in a day. 
NO. OF E-JOURNALS CONSULTED ONLINE REGULARLY 
Table - 9 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Frequency of 
E-mail 
None 
One 
Two 
More than five 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
8 (53.33%) 
3 (20%) 
3 (20%) 
1 (6.66%) 
Reader/15 
2 (13.33%) 
8 (53.33%) 
5 (33.33%) 
~ 
Lect./70 
22(31.42%) 
23 (32.85%) 
24 (34.20%) 
1 (1.42%) 
Percentage 
32(32%) 
34(34%) 
32(32%) 
2(2%) 
\Daia innalusis ana S/n/erpre/a/ton 
Table-9 shows the number of e-joumals consulted on line. It is clear 
from the data that 2A% faculty rhembers consult dhe e-journals, 32% consults 
two e-journals and 32% consult no e-journals where as 2% consults more 
then five e-journals. 
ACCESS MODE TO THE INTERNET 
Table-10 
S. No. Frequency of 
E-mail 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 Reader/15 Lect./70 
Percentage 
(a) www.graphical 
browsers (Such 
as nets, scope, 
MS-Explorere, 
NCSA) 
8 (53.33%) 10 (6.66%) 42 (60%) 60(60%) 
(b) www: non 
graphical 
browsers (Such 
as Lynx) 
4 (26.66%) 2 (13.33%) 19 (27.14%) 25(25%) 
(c) No www: only 
Telnet, FTP, 
Usenet and /or 
e-mail 
3 (20%) 3 (20%) 9 (12.85) 15(15%) 
The given Table - 10 indicates that 60% respondent access on the 
internet through www.graphical browsers, 25% respondent access on the 
internet thorough www.non graphical browsers, while 15% respondent access 
on the Internet by No. www: only telnet, FTP, Usenet and e-mail. 
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Table-11 summarizes the percentage of respondent that perceives the 
usefulness of internet services in research / teaching / professional purpose. 
On the analysis it is clear that internet searches is very useful, i.e. 60% 
faculty members uses it and 27% faculty members responds that it is Quite 
useful. Where as 5% faculty members says that internet searches are 
occasionally useful and 8% responds that internet searches are useless. 
Another facilities, i.e. E-mail, which is used by faculty members, 63% says 
that it is very useful, 23% says quite useful 8% says occasionally useful and 
6% says useless. Discussion and information list used by faculty members 
reveals that 34% is quite useful where as the 20% faculty members says that 
it is very useful, 24% and 22% says it is occasionally useful and useless. 
Interactive teaching material used by faculty members is quite useful 32%, 
29% faculty members says that it is occasionally useful, 20% and 19% says 
that it is very useful and useless. Another internet services i.e. library site, 
29% faculty members says that it is useless, 25% faculty members say that 
very useful, 24% faculty members responds that the given services are quite 
useful, where as 22% faculty members responds that the given faculty is 
occasionally useful. 
THINKING YOUR INTERNET SKILLS 
Table-12 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Frequency of 
E-mail 
Beginner 
An Intermediate 
user 
Expert 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
6 (40%) 
8(53.33%) 
1 (6.66%) 
Reader/15 
5 (33.33%) 
9 (60%) 
1 (6.66%) 
Lect./70 
17 (24.28%) 
44 (67.14%) 
9 (12.85%) 
Percentage 
28(28%) 
61(61%) 
11(11%) 
\Da/a [Tinaiusis and S/n/erpre/ahon 
The above Table-12 indicates that, 61% users have an intermediate 
skills, 28% are beginner or least skills, where as only 11% are experts in 
using Internet. 
INTERNET TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
Table-13 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
No. of Respondent 
Professors/15 
Readers/15 
Lecturers/70 
Total % 
Yes 
1 (6.66%) 
3 (20%) 
14(20%) 
18(18%) 
No 
14 (93.33%) 
12(80%) 
56 (80%) 
82(82%) 
As the above table reflects that the requirement of training program for 
the faculty members (Lecturers/Readers/Professors) 82% needs no training 
programme where as 18% needs training programmes. 
SATISFACTION WITH THE ACCURACY OF THE INTERNET 
Table-14 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
No. of Respondent 
Professors/15 
Readers/15 
Lecturers/70 
Total % 
Yes 
12(80%) 
13(86.66%) 
55 (78.57%) 
80(80%) 
No 
3 (20%) 
2(13.33%) 
15(21.42%) 
20(20%) 
The data shown in Table -14 depicts the satisfaction with the accuracy 
of the internet 80% users are satisfied with it where as 20% are not satisfied. 
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INTERNET PROVIDE SUFFICIENT INFORMATION 
Table-15 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
No. of Respondent 
Professors/15 
Reaclers/15 
Lecturers/70 
Total % 
Yes 
13(86.66%) 
10(66.66%) 
55 (78.57%) 
78(78%) 
No 
2(13.33%) 
5 (33.33%) 
15(21.42%) 
22(22%) 
Table-15 clearly shows that the majority of faculty members i.e. 78% 
are satisfied by the information provided by internet is sufficient where are 
22% faculty members feels, that internet provides insufficient information 
EASY TO USE INTERNET 
Table-16 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
No. of Respondent 
Professors/15 
Readers/15 
Lecturers/70 
Total % 
Yes 
13(86.66%) 
13(86.66%) 
54(77.14%) 
80(80%) 
No 
2(13.33%) 
2(13.33%) 
16(22.85%) 
20(20%) 
Table - 16 dearly shows that out of 100, only 80% users feels that the, 
use of internet is easy, where as 20% users responds that use of internet is 
not easy. 
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BEHAVIOURS OF STAFF MEMBERS IN COMPUTER CENTRE 
Table-17 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Frequency of 
E-mail 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Average 
No. of Respondent 
Prof ./15 
7 (46.66%) 
3 (20%) 
2 (13.33%) 
3 (20%) 
Reader/15 
9 (60%) 
3 (20%) 
1 (6.66%) 
2 (13.33%) 
Lect./70 
27 (38.57%) 
9 (12.85%) 
18 (27.71%) 
16 (22.85%) 
Percentage 
43(43%) 
15(15%) 
21(21%) 
21(21%) 
Table-17 indicates the behaviour of staff members in computer centre. 
It is clear from table that out of 100 only 43% of faculty members expressed 
their view that staff is excellent, 21% of faculty members expressed their view 
that they are fair and average., while 15% are says that the staff of computer 
centre of AMU, Aligarh are good. 
PROBLEM OF USING INTERNET SERVICES 
Table-18 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
No. of Respondent 
Professors/15 
Readers/15 
Lecturers/70 
Total % 
Yes 
12 (80%) 
9 (60%) 
55 (78.57%) 
76(76%) 
No 
3 (20%) 
6 (40%) 
15(21.42%) 
24(24%) 
Faculty members response in Table - 18 shows that out of 100 only, 
76% of the faculty members expressed their view that they are facing problem 
U)aia yAnaJasi's ana S7/i/erpre/a/ion 
for using internet while 24% says that they are not facing any problem for 
using internet. 
PROBLEM FACED BY INTERNET USERS 
(LECT./READER/PROF.) 
Table-18.1 
S. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Problem 
Technical 
Guidance 
Slow down 
loading 
Copying 
Printing 
Others 
Total 
No. of Respondent 
Prof./08 
3 (25%) 
1 (8.33%) 
5(41.66%) 
1 (8.33%) 
2 (16.66%) 
-
12 
Reader/08 
1 (12.5%) 
1 (12.5%) 
5 (62.5%) 
1 (12.5%) 
— 
— 
8 
Lect./56 
10 (17.85%) 
14 (25%) 
22 (39.20%) 
5 (8.92%) 
4 (7.14%) 
1 (1.78%) 
56 
Percentage 
18.42% 
21.05% 
42.10% 
9.21% 
7.89% 
1.78% 
100% 
Table-18.1 shown that in order to know the problems facing by the 
faculty members of computer centre in AMU, Aligarh. The problem is 
categories, in to six different categories on analysis it is observed that 42.10% 
respondent facing slow down loading problem, followed by 21.05% and 
18.42% respondent facing guidance and technical problem, while 9.21% and 
7.89% respondent facing copying and printing problem respectively, where as 
1.78% have other problems. 
Diagrame No.-3 Problem Faced by internet 
Users 
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Table No. 19. It is evident from the table that most of the faculty 
members i.e. 89% are satisfied with the cleanliness, 86% are satisfied with 
the drinking water facilities, where as 83% of faculty members are satisfied 
with lighting. 
It is also clear that most of them are satisfied by timing of the computer 
centre and 72% are satisfied with the space. 
On the other hand 49% are satisfied with the terminal facility and 48% 
are satisfied with the printing quality. 
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CONCLUSION, FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS 
This study sought to examine the use of Internet services by the faculty 
members (Lecturers/Readers/Professors) in AMU, Aligarh. 
Most of the objectives are met satisfactorily and most of the faculty 
members use available Internet services but ratio of services used by faculty 
members is different because it dependes upon the types of disciplines. 
E-mail and world wide web are the most used services by the faculty 
members. All AMU faculty members are allowed to the Internet facility at the 
computer centre. Information is an important resource, valuable input and 
power for societal developments. As for as the faculty members are 
concerned, they need latest information. 
The internet is remedial source for accessing information speedily and 
exhaustively. Thus it is the basic responsibility of Universities to provide high 
speed internet connection, a number of modes, terminals and downloading 
facilities. 
It is better to use more computer for the purpose of prevailing the 
Internet among faculty members, because in this ever growing universe of 
knowledge, Internet is a vehicle, by which the milestone of latest information 
can be reached. 
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FINDINGS 
1. Maximum percentage of the faculty members (Lecturers) are using 
internet services in computer centre. 
2. Among the faculty members of AMU, 89% males and 11% females 
uses Internet facility in Computer centre in AMU. 
3. Fourty two percent of faculty members prefers general web sites rather 
than discipline based web sites. 
4. Google and Yahoo search engine have been more popular among 
faculty members of AMU, Aligarh. 
5. AltaVista, infoplease & infoseek search engine have been least used. 
6. Fifty six percent search option is depending on the query. 
7. E-mail (94%) and world wide web (88%) are the most used Internet 
services by the faculty members (Lecturers/Readers/Professors) of 
computer centre of AMU. 
8. Thirty percent faculty members sends or receive one to four e-mail 
massage(s) in a day. 
9. Thirty four percent faculty members consult one electronic-journal 
online regularly. 
10. Sixty percent faculty members use www:graphical browsers (such as 
nets, scope, Ms-Explorer, NCSA) access mode to the internet. 
11. Sixty three percent faculty members uses e-mail, 60% faculty members 
uses for internet searches this data reveals the usefulness of services 
by faculty members. 
12. Majorities of the faculty members needs no training programme. 
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13. Eighty percent faculty members satisfied with the accuracy of the 
internet. 
14. Seventy eight percent faculty members says internet provide sufficient 
information. 
15. Eighty percent faculty members says use of internet is easy. 
16. Forty three percent of the faculty members expressed their view that 
behaviours of the staff members in computer centre is excellent. 
17. Majority of the faculty members i.e. 42.10% are facing problem of slow 
down loading in using internet services. 
18. High percentage of faculty members are satisfied with cleanliness, 
Drinking water, Lighting, Timing and space facilities provided by the 
computer centre of AMU. 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
The tenability of the hypothesis can be checked in the light of the 
above findings. 
HYPOTHESIS I 
Most of the faculty members are satisfied with the infrastructure 
facilities and printing facilities available in the computer centre. 
It is clear from the result of the study that most of the faculty members 
are satisfied with the infrastructure facilities and free printing facilities provided 
by the computer centre. 
So this hypothesis becomes true. 
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HYPOTHESIS II 
A large number of faculty members are using e-journals for their 
respective discipline. 
According to the result of this study, a high percentage of faculty 
members are using e-journal for their respective discipline. Thus the 
hypothesis is proved to be positive. 
HYPOTHESIS ill 
A large number of Faculty members are not expert in using internet 
facility available in the computer centre. 
It is also clear from the study that majority of the faculty members are 
not expert in using internet facility. So this hypothesis becomes true. 
HYPOTHESIS IV 
Most of the faculty members are facing various types of problems while 
using internet. 
It is clear from the survey , that high percentage of the faculty members 
are facing various types of problems such as down loading facility, guidance 
facility etc. So this hypothesis is also true. 
SUGGESTIONS 
The present study put forward the following suggestions to be 
implemented for the improvement of internet facilities, AMU computer centre, 
Aligarh. 
1. Internet access should be provided to each and every departments. 
Because in the present era every persons (Teachers as well as 
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students) who is related to the concerned field, wants new searchers 
which is obviously available on the internet in a huge form. 
2. Capacity of server should be increased. 
3. Attitude/Behavior of staff should be change. 
4. More space required, trained staff should be appointed. 
5. System should be replaced by new ones. 
6. In order to avoid proxy booking reservation system should be modified. 
7. Internet facility should be available round the clock and opened all days 
except national holidays. 
8. The slow down loading problem in AMU, the computer centre should 
acquire integrated services digital network line for higher speed 
connectivity. 
9. A large number of internet users (Faculty members) are not satisfied 
with the infrastructure facilities available in AMU. So number of 
terminals should be increased. 
10. Users training programme is essential for the proper exploitation of the 
internet resources for faculty members of AMU. 
11. The multimedia facilities should be improved. 
12. Computer centre should notify the information regarding latest web 
sites on the notice board with detail addresses. 
13. Encourage university to include the teaching of internet skills in the 
curriculums. 
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14. The use of internet access has increased the possibility of virus attack 
to prevent the data & systems from virus attack some inoculate 
antivirus software should be installed on the server. 
15. There is lack of computer in existing space so another room should 
also provided for the teachers with more comfortable infrastructure 
facilities. 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The same study brings into light on several topics on which further 
research can be directed. Based on the findings of the present study the 
following suggestions made for further research. 
1. The same study can be persuade to know the opinion of students as 
well as searchers simultaneously. 
2. The further investigation can be carried out to check the awareness of 
internet in other computer centre of various department in different 
Universities. 
3. There is a scope to cheek the demand of information through internet 
at different level of seeking of knowledge. 
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GLOSSARY OF INTERNET TERMS 
1. Analog : Any representation of information in whicji the amount of a 
substance or single is proportional of the information represented. 
2. ARCHIE: An automated search service available on the Internet that finds 
all files with a given name. The name archie is short for Archive. 
3. ASNET: A major Wide Area Network that from part of the Internet. 
ANSENET is owned by Advanced Network and Services. 
4. BROWSER: Computer programs that allow web users to access web 
pages and other information on the internet. 
5. BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE: A service that permits one person to post 
a message for others to read. Each bulleting board contains discussion 
of a single topic. A bulletin board is sometimes called a computer 
conference. 
6. CLIENT: Computer requesting information from internet. 
7. DARPA: (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) Former name of 
ARPA. 
8. DIRECTORY: A collection of files and other directories. Some computer 
system use the term folder 
9. EARN: (European Academic and Research Network) A network using 
BITNET technology to connect universities and research labs in 
Europe. 
10. FTP: File Transfer Protocol is used for uploading files onto a server. 
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11. HTML: (Hyper-Text Markup Language) Basic language for writing web 
pages. 
12. Internet: A worldwide or relating to continuous two-way transfer of 
information between a user and the central point of a communication 
system 
13. MOSAIC: A single, complex computer program that provides a point-and-
click interface to the World Wide Web, gopher, and other Internet 
services. Mosaic contains the code for multiple client programs, and 
can act like a client for a specific service. 
14. Netscape: A company that sells. Internet products. Netscape is most well-
known for their Web browser, which is a available free of charge. 
15. Network: Any series or number of computers linked for data transfer. 
16.NSFNET: Abbreviation for National Science Foundation NETwork. 
17.search engine: A term applied to automated search services. Technically, 
the term refers to computer that such services use to scan the Web 
and build an index of the terms on each page. 
18. Server: Computer, which is used to host files for request over internet. 
19. TCP: Abbreviation for Transmission Control Protocol. Used mainly for e-
mail. 
20. TELNET: The Internet remote login service. TELNET allows a user at one 
site to Interact with a remote timesharing system at another site as if 
the user's temiinal connected directly to the remote machine. 
21. USENET: The term that applies to the group of computer that exchange 
network news. Some USENET sites exchange information over the 
Internet; others use telephone connections. 
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APPENDIX - 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE 
A.M.U., ALIGARH 
"use of internet in tiie computer centre by faculty members of amu: a survey" 
To, 
Sir / Madam 
I am conducting a survey on above topic, as partial fulfilment of M.Lib & 
I.Sc. course under the supervision of Mr. NAUSHAD ALI P.M. (Sr. Lecturer), 
Department of Library and Information Science, AMU, Aligarh. 
I would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire and give your 
valuable suggestions in the space provided. 
I will be highly thankful to you for this act of kindness. 
Yours Sincerely 
(Mohd. Javed) 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Note: 
Please fill the information in the blank space or put a tick mark. 
1. Name 
2. Faculty 
3. Department 
4. Designation Lecturer/Reader/Professor 
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5 Age 
6. Sex Male[ ] Female [ ] 
7. For what purpose do you use Internet Services. 
(a) For accessing the information speedily [ ] 
(b) For study / research purpose [ ] 
(c) For teaching purpose [ ] 
(d) For career development [ ] 
(e) Other, please specify 
8. How much time do you spend in surfing Internet per day? 
(a) Less than 15 minutes [ ] 
(b) 15 minutes-one hour [ ] 
(c) One hour - two hours [ ] 
(d) Two hours-four hours [ ] 
(e) More than four hours [ ] 
9. Do you search information through web sites/search engines? 
(a) Yes [ ] (b) No [ ] 
9.1 If, yes which Internet web sites/ search engine is most used and least 
used by you (Please specify) 
(a) Most used web site search engine -
(b) Least used web site search engine 
10. What are the sources which gives you information about web 
sites/resources? 
(a) Internet itself r ^ 
(b) News paper r i 
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(c) Journal/Magazine [ ] 
(d) Colleague [ ] 
(e) Others (Please specify) 
11. Which search option do you use most frequently? (Please tick mark). 
(a) Simply Search option [ ] 
(b) Advanced search option [ ] 
(c) Both, depending on the query [ ] 
12. Do you use the following Internet services? Yes/No 
(a) E-mail (Electronic mail) 1 1 1 ] 
(b) Bulletin board system [ ] [ ] 
(c) File Transfer Protocol 1 1 1 ] 
' (d) Telnet [ ] [ ] 
(e) Www (world wide web) 
(f) Usenet 
(g) Electronic journal 
(h) Chat mode 
(i) Any other (Please specify) ( ] [ ] 
13. On average, how many e-mail message (s) do you send or receive a day? 
Please specify 
[ ] 
I 1 
14. How many online electronic journals in your own discipline do you consult 
regularly? 
(a) None 
(b) One 
[ ] 
I 1 
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(c) Two [ ] 
(c) More than five [ ] 
15. What kind of access mode to the internet do you use? (Please tick) 
(a) Www: graphical browser (such as nets-scape, Ms-Explorer, NCSA, 
mosaic [ ] 
(b) Www: non-graphical browser (such as Lynx) [ ] 
(c) No Www, only Gopher, Telnet, FTL, Usenet and / or e-mail [ ] 
16. How useful do you find them for research / teaching / professional 
purpose? (Please specify number). 
1. Very useful, 2. Quite useful, 3. Occasionally useful 
4. Useless. 
(a) Internet searchers [ ] 
(b) E-mail [ ] 
(c) Discussion and information lists [ ] 
(d) Interactive teaching materials [ ] 
(e) Library sites [ ] 
17. Thinking about your internet skills, which do you consider your self 
to be? 
(a) Beginner [ j 
(b) An intermediate user [ j 
(c) Expert [ ] 
18. Did you attend any internet training programs? (Please tick mark) 
(a) Yes [ ] (b) No [ ] 
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19. Are you satisfied with the accuracy of the internet. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
20. Does the internet provide sufficient information? 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
21. Is the internet easy to use. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
22. How do you rate the behaviors of staff members in computer centre? 
(a) Good [ ] 
(b) Excellent ( ] 
(c) Fair [ ] 
(d) Average [ ] 
23. Are you facing any problem while using internet services? 
(a) Yes [ ] (b) No [ ] 
24. If, yes please tick on the problem (s), 
(a) Technical [ ] 
(b) Guidance [ j 
(c) Slow down loading [ ] 
(d) Copying + 
(e) Printing [ j 
(f) Others (Please specify) 
25. Are you satisfied with the following facilities of the computer centre. 
(Please tick mark) 
(a) Terminals Yes [ ] No [ ] 
(b) Printing Yes [ ] No [ ] 
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(c) Timings 
(d) Space 
(e) Lighting 
(f) Cleanliness 
(g) Drinking Water 
(h) Others, Please specify -
Yes [ 
Yes [ 
Yes [ 
Yes [ 
Yes [ 
] No [ ] 
] No [ ] 
] No [ ] 
] No [ ] 
] No [ ] 
26. Please give your valuable suggestior^s for further improvement of internet 
services in the computer centre of AMU. 
Thanks 
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